Stress-induced structural inhomogeneity and plasticity of bulk metallic glasses
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The correlation between stress-induced structural inhomogeneity and plasticity in bulk metallic glasses (BMGs) was studied. It was found that the structural inhomogeneity induced by an appropriate stress field can markedly enhance macroscopic compressive plasticity in various monolithic BMGs. The origin for the plasticization is correlated to the size of the plastic zone of BMGs.
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Bulk metallic glasses (BMGs) possess excellent mechanical properties, such as a high elastic limit, high strength and toughness [1–3]. However, their applications as structural materials are restricted by their brittleness at room temperature [3–5]. The brittleness also hinders studies on a number of fundamental issues, such as the deformation mechanism [6] and serrated flow [7] in glasses. Considerable efforts have been made [8–18] to ductilize BMGs, and microstructural inhomogeneity is an effective approach [9–13]. This kind of structure consists of micro- or nano-scale regions with different elastic/plastic properties (i.e. soft and hard regions) [9]. The soft regions facilitate shear transition zones nucleation and further shear band initiation, while the hard regions can effectively impede shear bands from propagating catastrophically. The interaction between shear bands and soft/hard regions would induce the formation and branching/arresting of multiple shear bands, accommodating more inelastic strain. In fact, structural inhomogeneity is a natural design in biomaterials [19]. However, up to now, microstructural inhomogeneity in metallic glasses has been realized mainly through composition adjustments [9–13]. This is a trial-and-error routine, which is difficult to control and limited to some special glassy alloys only [5]. Recent computational simulations [20] and experimental results [15,21–23] have shown that deformation and stress field could induce microstructure change of BMGs, shedding light on the possibility of tuning microstructures of BMGs by external stress fields, which can either soften or harden glassy alloys [15,22–24].

Based on the previous results, it is expected that if a correctly designed inhomogeneous stress field can be imposed on a BMG, the structure of the BMG would change accordingly, and structural inhomogeneity and enhanced plasticity might be gained as a consequence. To put the concept into practice, we applied lateral pre-compression treatments to various BMG rods, and found that the method can easily achieve structural inhomogeneity and effectively plasticize most known BMGs. The match between the scale of structural inhomogeneity and the size of plastic zone of BMGs is a key factor for the plasticity enhancement. Our work further confirms the correlation between the plasticity and the structural heterogeneity in metallic glasses, and has implications for understanding the puzzle of the plastic deformation mechanism of metallic glass.

A series of monolithic BMGs (2 mm in diameter, fabricated by Cu-mold casting [2]) with different compositions listed in Table 1 were chosen for experiment. Uniaxial compression was performed on an Instron-type universal tester with an initial strain rate of $1 \times 10^{-4}$ s$^{-1}$ at room temperature. The test samples were cut and polished to a length of 4 ± 0.10 mm. Vickers microhardness test was carried out in an Everone MH-6 microhardness tester, with 100 g load for 15 s. The fractography was observed using a Philips XL 30 scanning electron microscope (SEM). Stress distribution induced by lateral pre-compression treatment was investigated by the finite element method (ABAQUS software).
To impose inhomogeneous stress fields, samples were treated by lateral pre-compression, normal to the longitudinal axis, as schematically shown in Figure 1a. Figure 1b presents the microhardness ($H_v$) distribution of as-cast and the treated Zr$_{52.5}$Cu$_{17.9}$Ni$_{14.6}$Al$_{10}$Ti$_5$ BMG (vit105), perpendicular and parallel to the lateral pre-compressive direction (defined as $X$ and $Y$, respectively). The $H_v$ values of the as-cast BMG distribute homogeneously along both $X$ and $Y$ directions, indicating the homogeneous structure of the BMG in tens of $\mu$m scale (size of indenter). After the treatment, however, the $H_v$ values of the treated vit105 in the center and brim regions along either the $X$ or the $Y$ direction markedly decrease and deviate from homogeneous distribution in the as-cast state in a parabolic manner (see Fig. 1b). This indicates the lateral pre-compression treatment transforms the homogeneous vit105 into an inhomogeneous structure. The scale of the inhomogeneity is several tens of micrometers, estimated from the microhardness test. This kind of structural inhomogeneity is substantially different from those achieved by composition adjustments [9,10].

The induced structural inhomogeneity has a significant effect on the mechanical properties of BMGs. To illustrate, an example is presented in Figure 2a, in which compression tests of vit105 are taken. It can be seen that when the pre-compressive force is lower than 3 kN or higher than 7 kN, the plasticity enhancement is not distinct. When vit105 is treated with the pre-compressive forces of 4–7 kN, as shown in Figure 2a, its plasticity increases markedly from 1% to an average of 8%, with a maximum of 10.3%. The optimum force for ductilizing vit105 is around 6 kN. Meanwhile, the yield strength of the BMG decreases linearly with applied force as shown in Figure 2b. This implies that larger pre-compressive force would create more soft regions that can result in strength reduction. The evolutions of the strength and compressive plasticity of the BMG with the pre-compressive forces are expected to originate from the evolutions of hard/soft regions, driven by the external stress fields.

Table 1. Compressive strength and plasticity for typical BMGs before and after pre-compression treatment; $\varepsilon$, $\sigma$ denote plasticity and yield strength, respectively; subscripts as and pre denote as-cast and lateral pre-compression treated, respectively; $F$ is the optimum force for ductilizing BMG rod (diameter 2 mm, length 4 $\pm$ 0.10 mm).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BMG</th>
<th>$H_v$ as (%)</th>
<th>$H_v$ pre (%)</th>
<th>$\sigma$ as (GPa)</th>
<th>$\sigma$ pre (GPa)</th>
<th>$F$ (kN)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cu$<em>{46}$Zr$</em>{46}$Al$_8$</td>
<td>~0.5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.82</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu$<em>{60}$Zr$</em>{20}$Hf$<em>{10}$Ti$</em>{10}$</td>
<td>~4</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2.23</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zr$<em>{52.5}$Cu$</em>{17.9}$Ni$<em>{14.6}$Al$</em>{10}$Ti$_5$ (vit105)</td>
<td>~2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zr$<em>{46.75}$Ti$</em>{25}$Cu$<em>{17.8}$Be$</em>{27.5}$ (vit4)</td>
<td>~4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1.92</td>
<td>1.86</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zr$<em>{41.25}$Ti$</em>{13.75}$Ni$<em>{10}$Cu$</em>{12.5}$Be$_{22.5}$ (vit1)</td>
<td>~3</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>2.26</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zr$<em>{60}$Cu$</em>{11.0}$Ni$<em>{10}$Al$</em>{10}$</td>
<td>~8</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La$<em>{35}$Al$</em>{25}$Ni$<em>{10}$Cu$</em>{10}$Co$_{5}$</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ce$<em>{60}$Cu$</em>{25}$Al$<em>{10}$Co$</em>{10}$</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tb$<em>{30}$Al$</em>{25}$Co$<em>{25}$Y$</em>{16}$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mg$<em>{65}$Cu$</em>{25}$Y$_{10}$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. (a) Illustration for the lateral pre-compression treatment and subsequent compression test; solid arrows indicate load directions. (b) $H_v$ distribution along $X$ and $Y$ directions (perpendicular and parallel to the lateral pre-compressive direction) on the cross-section of as-cast and a lateral pre-compressed (6 kN) vit105; the origin point corresponds to the center of the cross-section of the sample. System error of microhardness tester is about 2–3%.

Figure 2. (a) Typical engineering stress–strain curves for as-cast vit105 and subsequent compression of lateral pre-compressed vit105. (b) Compressive yield strength and plasticity as a function of the pre-compressive loads. Each measurement is repeated at least 3 times.
For BMG, the formation and propagation of shear bands account for their plastic flow. Figure 3 shows SEM observations of fractured surface of the treated vit105. For as-cast vit105, with compression plasticity of ~1%, few shear bands on its surfaces can be observed by SEM [25]. However, as shown in Figure 3a, for the vit105 treated by lateral pre-compression 6 kN (subsequent plasticity is ~10%), intensive and network-like shear bands are observed on the sample surfaces before shear strain localizes into one major shear band. The SEM observation confirms that enhanced plasticity is accompanied by massive shear bands formation and branching/arresting [3–5]. The shear bands, which are easily formed on soft regions, would encounter an increasing propagation resistance as it advances in to the hard regions, and induce enhanced plasticity in BMGs [9]. For treated vit105 with a force of 8 kN (subsequent plasticity is ~2%), very few shear bands appear; instead, obvious cracks can be found in zones between the pre-compressed surfaces and the cylindrical free surfaces (Fig. 3b), which indicates too large lateral pre-compressive forces (>7 kN for vit105) induce crack initiation and lead to early fracture on subsequent loading. This explains why the effectiveness of the present method decreases drastically when the pre-compressive force is too large.

To understand the effect of the method, finite element analysis of the lateral pre-compression experiment was performed. Figure 4 presents a typical case for simulated von Mises stress distribution in treated vit105. When the lateral pre-compressive force is less than 4 kN (Fig. 4b), the stress in most part of the sample is small (except the parts near touching surfaces), and the induced structural change is negligible. The magnitude and range of the stress field increases with the pre-compressive force. When the force reaches a critical value, a complex stress pattern is formed on the cross-section of the BMG rod as shown in Figure 4c. The center and brims along the X and Y directions endure larger stress, which softens the material therein [23,24]. The magnitude of stress between center and brims is relatively small, indicating less structural change there [23,24]. The finite element analysis confirms that a “soft–hard” collage-like inhomogeneous structure can be achieved by the lateral pre-compression, which is consistent with the Hv experimental results. With further increase of the pre-compressive loads, more parts of the BMG are affected by the stress fields (Fig. 4d), and more soft regions are created and dominate in the BMG, which leads to easy propagation of shear bands or crack and low plasticity. Therefore, only an optimized combination of soft and hard regions achieved by suitable stress field can effectively ductilize the BMG [9], which is consistent with experimental results.

To verify the role of lateral pre-compression treatment in the formation of structural inhomogeneity in the BMG, square (cross-section) shape vit105 plates (1.5 mm×1.5 mm×3 mm) were also treated by this method. However, the effectiveness is not as evident as it is for cylinder BMGs because lateral pre-compression cannot induce distinct stress/structural inhomogeneity in the square shape BMGs, confirming that plasticity enhancements mainly result from stress-induced structural inhomogeneity, rather than other factors such as mechanical and tempering residual stress [15] or pre-formed shear bands [16]. We also applied the treatment to other typical BMG rods, including Zr-, Cu-, Mg- and rare-earth-based BMGs, and the results are listed in Table 1. The treatment can effectively ductilize BMGs from quasi-brittle (e.g. Ce- and La- based) to quasi-ductile (e.g. Zr–Al–Ni–Cu) BMG systems. However, for those very brittle BMGs (e.g. Tm- and Mg-based) its effectiveness is minimal.
The size of plastic zone in front of crack tip is related to fracture toughness [26] and maximum stable shear offset along a shear band in metallic glass [27]. To understand the variation of the effectiveness of the presented method for different BMG systems, the match between the plastic zone in front of the crack tip and the scale of structural inhomogeneity should be considered. It is reported that stability against crack/shear band opening can be ensured when the geometrical size of BMG or structural inhomogeneity scale is approximate to the size of the plastic zone [13]. Figure 4e plots the sizes of plastic zones vs. plasticity enhancements (defined as enhanced plasticity minus plasticity of as-cast state [26]) for different BMGs. It shows that BMGs with plastic zones larger than a critical size of $\frac{112}{C_{24}} \times 10 \mu m$ can be potentially ductilized by the presented method, while those with plastic zones smaller than $\sim 10 \mu m$ cannot. Based on our results, this implies that the lateral pre-compression method might take effect when the scale of the stress-induced structural inhomogeneity matches the size of the plastic zone of the BMGs. It might be expected that even very brittle BMGs could be ductilized if a method could induce structural inhomogeneity in smaller scales (e.g. submicron/nano-scale inhomogeneity).

In summary, an appropriate inhomogeneous stress field can induce micron-scale structural inhomogeneity in BMGs, and results in macroscopic compressive plasticity improvement when the achieved structural inhomogeneity in a BMG matches its plastic zone in size. Our work is suggestive for designing methods to ductilize BMGs and understanding the deformation mechanism in metallic glasses.
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